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Does your bath space truly reﬂect
your reputation and desires?

Compromised quality products
equals to catastrophe
A bath space designed with compromised ﬁttings and
materials is not just an eye sore but emits a negative
vibe that is anything but relaxing and sometimes
harms health in the long run. To add on to this,
inferior products make cleaning and maintenance a
high end issue.
Imagine this; your aim is to design a color
coordinated master bath space. Now, the three most
essential elements in a luxury bath space are: the
shower, the basin and the bath tub. You will deﬁnitely
want products from the same brand and the same
collection. With this desire in heart you embark on a
hectic hunt for the right products. The end result,
despite of a tedious search your bath space now has
a tub that is hardly a compliment to the washbasin’s

The place that is often made the marker of one’s
reputation is the bath space. Being one of the most
unique and used places, it has transcended from a

texture or color. Thus, the entire environment looks
like a disharmonious patch of essential elements. We
can all relate to this saddening situation.

mere functional space to an area that is symbolic of
the aesthetic beauty of the entire house. With this
transformation in role, came a heavy responsibility

Charting the source of the problem

upon the owners to modify this primal space in the

Now the question that intrigues is the reason behind

best ways possible. Yet, while going ahead with this

this unavailability of superior quality products. The

renovation process, one of the most common and

cause for this is that the Indian market suﬀers from a

persistent problem that we, as a consumer, face is

drastic lack of connoisseurs who can provide all the

the unavailability of the quality products from

essential materials required to build a perfect bath

reputed brands. As a result, we settle in for

space from world class brands and under one roof.

compromises, with an eternal dream of owning our

Call this the boon or bane of globalization that has

dream bath space someday, that is never realized.

exposed consumers to the existence of high end
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designer products. Where the world is witnessing a

Bath tub- Even though the buzz word for tubs is

revolution in the bath space with designers designing

passé, and the accepted notion being that the ‘smart’

products that oﬀer a sensuous interplay between

generation not having enough time to enjoy a long

man, space and water, settling down for the
compromised is a huge throw back.

soak, yet nothing excels the visual appeal and the
magnums aura of a beautiful bath tub. Apart from
looks, the tubs too have kept up with the
technological progress. The new generation ones

Is there a way out from the
predicament?

oﬀer the best from of two worlds- technology and

YES. Every problem is bound to come with a silver

To make your bath space luxurious you need

lining. The need calls for the existence of a place that
would provide these iconic products from the world
class brands all under one roof. One unique Studio
that has upheld this accomplishment of civilization in
a charming and an unconventional manner is AAREN
Intpro Gallery Bangalore, India. This is the place
that has become the sole destination of the ones
searching for the most exclusive ways to decorate

aesthetic.

products

that

justify

the

concept

of

luxury.

Functionality and utilization are the ﬁrst thoughts
that cross our mind while designing the bath space
and installing a spectacular bathtub is just the
perfect way to do so. Sumptuous free standing bath
tubs are the latest development in the bath space
arena and these are challenging traditional shapes
and design in the most daring manner. The new age
tubs are elegant, functional and have a strong stage

their home and bath space.

presence.

Before divulging into further details, two questions

When it comes to quality, nothing surpasses the

need to be addressed: how far can we go with

spectacular handmade bathtubs made in Italy. High

customizations? To what extent can water appeal to

ends tubs such as these are designed from highest

emotions?

quality materials such as Crystalplant and Carrara
marble or sometimes with precious metals like gold

The answer is “endless”. Humans have crafted
products that are designed to meet every need and
desires of the soul. These spectacular products from
the most reputed brands are bound to give a
stunning transformation to the entire bath space.

and silver.
If you are a lover of limited edition and prefer the
rarest of the rare products, then there is the
VASCABARCA/BARCAVASC bath tub from the world
famous brand Antoniolupi. Carved from a single
block of stone grey, the bath tub is molded to give it

Take a look at the following products from exemplary
brands that shall let you experience water in its most
original form!

the shape of a hull. Only 10 pieces are available
worldwide and each retains the sign of its celebrated
designer.
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Or if you are a nature lover and long to import the essence of wood in your home interiors then settle in for the
stunning wooden bath tubs.
Products from high end designer brands such as Globo, Falper, Antoniolupi, Devon & Devon, Mildue, Palvis
Design etc. are crafted for excellence and extravagance.
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Showers- The eternal conﬂict between showers and

technology

bath tubs is here to stay. Needless to say, it is better

chromotherapy. For example, the Aquabeat range

to have both as they come with their own speciﬁc

from IB Rubinetterie comes with a double waterfall

comforts. When it comes selecting the right showers,

feature or a full body rain shower. All these functions

opting for the multi-functional ones always pays oﬀ.

can be controlled by a waterproof remote controller.

Apart from color, style and design, the new age

Apart from stunning features and exciting conceptual

showers come with features that encapsulate both

designs, the shower columns from this brand are a

the body and soul.

deﬁnite cynosure of attention wherever installed.

that

in

some

cases

can

induce

With a combination of over 60,000 color options
Gone are the days wherein the functionality of

along with all in one body jets and thermostatic

showers were limited to just providing the right

valves, these showers, constructed from the best

amount hot and cold of water. The new age shower

Italian steel, are the embodiment of luxury and

columns and shower heads comes infused with

functionality.

The bathing experience is bound to transcend from the
ordinary to an experience that appeals to the higher
senses with these marvelous showers specially from
world famous brands such as Fima, IB Rubinetterie etc..
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There is more to tantalize the senses. Inspired from
the nature, designers planned to give the known
basin such a shape that would expose every curl of
the natural ﬂow of water. Thus was born a range of
sinks that looks like a sphere or a ball from outside in
which water has breached in a deep basin to stop
after showing oﬀ its ﬂamboyance.
When it comes to the wall mounts, there is a plethora
of mesmerizing designs that are a perfect balance
between function and design. Each piece comprises
of a sensuous design perfect to be placed in the most
advanced and luxurious bath spaces. Hence, if you
are the one who is comfortable with tradition, these
wall mounted basins are surely the perfect choice.
Wash basins- A wash basin full of charm and
sophistication instantly uplifts the entire ambience of
the bath space. They probably have the greatest
potential to make a bathroom look glamorous and
sophisticated. Now if your mind pops up images of
intricately designed wall mounted basins then
broaden up your vision. The world has produced
archetypical

wash

basins

that

implements

a

transposition function within the domestic space. Be
it the free standings, under mounts, wall mount
encased or top mounts, each of the wash basins is a
palpable realization of technology infused with
aesthetic beauty. The surprise does not end here.

Above looks, style and design comes the question of
quality. These wash basins are realized from the
latest material and processing technology. Rare
marbles, expensive metals and Crystal plant are
some of the materials used for carving these
wonderful pieces of artifacts. World class artisans
and the best raw materials, sometimes wood, infuse
their energy into creating each item that makes them
an instant classic.
Iconic brands such as Globo, Falper, Antoniolupi, Devon
& Devon, Mildue, Valdama, Palvis Design etc. retains a
spectacular range of wash basins.

The new age basins have elevated into something
known as the “hidden sinks”. To put is simply, these
are sinks that are completely encased inside the wall.
With a completely smooth surface that is visible on
the outside but conceals a complex mechanism
inside, these basins make water ﬂow from invisible
sources as if importing the beauty of a waterfall right
inside your bath space, exclusively for you!
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WCs and Bidets- Having a top end WC and bidet are
not only a sign of luxury but they are the ultimate
bathroom upgrade. Though bidets are a relatively
new concept, the world is waking up to its beneﬁts of
oﬀering a healthy life style.
For a well-coordinated bath space the texture and
hue of the WC and the bidet must be harmoniously
reﬂected and synchronized with the other elements.
Major problem arises when products from local
brands does not facilitate this.
The architects of renowned brands have worked for
years to inculcate style and designs in these two
essential elements and clearly the latest products
have a reﬁned aesthetic sense. Versatile and
manifold, these luxury products are designed for the
contemporary life. State of the art features like
heated seats, multiple settings for water and auto
open and close are some of the signature features of
high end bidet-style residential bath spaces.

Faucets- They might look minimal, but the question
“which faucet installation type do I need?” have
deﬁnitely given us sleepless night. As the market
space is ﬂooded with a plethora of options, it is quite
easy to get swayed by looks over quality. Yet,
compromising the quality poses serious health
problems. Rather choose faucets from brands that
are high on elegance and crafted from the best
quality raw materials. After all, high quality never
goes out of style!

The brands are endless that provide high end designer products,
yet Fima does deserve a special mention owing to its breath
taking designs and high quality.
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Tiles- Each bath space has a unique personality and

Complete collections-

choosing the correct tiles is an important step

coordinated bath space by handpicking and choosing

towards doing so. Glass, marble, ceramic, glazed or

each product is not only time consuming but

unglazed, there is something for everyone’s desires.

sometimes futile. This is not because of the lack of

The aesthetic appeal of each of these is mesmerizing.

products but of expertise. Hence, the experts have

Go ahead and pick the one that appeal to your

taken it upon themselves to provide complete

senses. Trust your instincts and shower in seraphic

collection of exclusive designer bath spaces. Just

glory.

choose a theme that appeals to your senses and be

Assembling

a

perfectly

surprised to ﬁnd every element of the bathroom
Lend your bath space a vivid international fair with high quality
designer tiles from acclaimed brands such as Appiani and
WOW and be amazed at the glamour of luxury they import.

perfectly justifying and complimenting each other!
Ranging from the modern to the traditional or from
the minimalistic to the explicitly glamorous, choose
any theme and a collection is there for you.
If you want to make your bath space to make an ever
lasting impression on your visitors then opt for the
ones that are available in exquisite and precious
metals. The dream of owning a ravishingly gorgeous
bath space covered in gold isn’t a dream anymore.
Especially with brands like Globo and Falper that has
found the ultimate solution to owing a perfectly
designer master bath.
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Valves- While designing a luxury bath, we tend to pay

Mirrors- Choosing

least attention to the valves that control our shower

ornamental designs for bath space mirrors are passé.

functions etc.. As a result of this, they often tend to

They have surpassed their functionality from just

look like a hideous spot in an otherwise ﬂawless

being a mere statement piece. The modern age LED

milieu.

Also,

illuminated mirrors comes with advanced features

compromising on the quality poses serious problem

such as music control via blue tooth with vibration

in the long run.

speakers and infrared on /oﬀ sensors with dimmer

Essential

but

unappealing.

unconventional

shapes

and

function. You even switch between cool led light
High end brands provide valves that are lead and zinc

settings to the warm one.

free while retaining the looks of an embellishment
rather than an ugly spot. Thermostatic valves are
practical, user friendly and the perfect steps to
create

a

lavishly

multifunctional

shower.

IB

Rubinetterie is deﬁnitely the ﬁrst name that comes to
mind when the question of style coupled with quality
is in consideration.

Reﬂect style and glamour in your bath and vanity with
smart and elegant mirrors from esteemed brands such as
Vanita & Casa.
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Fulﬁlling Every Desire

AAREN Intpro is much more than just a company that provides customers with luxury interior products. Realized
from a passion driven to decorate the Indian household with the best quality world class products, AAREN is
that place where every color of luxury ﬁnds existence.

“Unleash your desires” and let AAREN fulﬁll them with trust and quality.

